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Ice sheet growth and decay on orbital time scales

[from: Abe-Ouchi et al, Nature, 2013]
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Palaeoclimate Chapter 6

6.4 Glacial-Interglacial Variability 
          and Dynamics

6.4.1 Climate Forcings and Responses Over 
Glacial-Interglacial Cycles

Palaeoclimatic records document a sequence of glacial-
interglacial cycles covering the last 740 kyr in ice cores (EPICA 
community members, 2004), and several million years in deep 
oceanic sediments (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) and loess (Ding 
et al., 2002). The last 430 kyr, which are the best documented, 
are characterised by 100-kyr glacial-interglacial cycles of very 
large amplitude, as well as large climate changes corresponding 
to other orbital periods (Hays et al., 1976; Box 6.1), and at 
millennial time scales (McManus et al., 2002; NorthGRIP, 
2004). A minor proportion (20% on average) of each glacial-
interglacial cycle was spent in the warm interglacial mode, 
which normally lasted for 10 to 30 kyr (Figure 6.3). There is 

evidence for longer interglacial periods between 430 and 740 
ka, but these were apparently colder than the typical interglacials 
of the latest Quaternary (EPICA community members, 2004). 
The Holocene, the latest of these interglacials, extends to the 
present. 

The ice core record indicates that greenhouse gases co-varied 
with antarctic temperature over glacial-interglacial cycles, 
suggesting a close link between natural atmospheric greenhouse 
gas variations and temperature (Box 6.2). Variations in CO2 
over the last 420 kyr broadly followed antarctic temperature, 
typically by several centuries to a millennium (Mudelsee, 
2001). The sequence of climatic forcings and responses during 
deglaciations (transitions from full glacial conditions to warm 
interglacials) are well documented. High-resolution ice core 
records of temperature proxies and CO2 during deglaciation 
indicates that antarctic temperature starts to rise several hundred 
years before CO2 (Monnin et al., 2001; Caillon et al., 2003). 
During the last deglaciation, and likely also the three previous 
ones, the onset of warming at both high southern and northern 

Figure 6.3. Variations of deuterium (�D; black), a proxy for local temperature, and the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases CO2 (red), CH4 (blue), and nitrous 
oxide (N2O; green) derived from air trapped within ice cores from Antarctica and from recent atmospheric measurements (Petit et al., 1999; Indermühle et al., 2000; EPICA com-
munity members, 2004; Spahni et al., 2005; Siegenthaler et al., 2005a,b). The shading indicates the last interglacial warm periods. Interglacial periods also existed prior to 450 
ka, but these were apparently colder than the typical interglacials of the latest Quaternary. The length of the current interglacial is not unusual in the context of the last 650 kyr. 
The stack of 57 globally distributed benthic �18O marine records (dark grey), a proxy for global ice volume fl uctuations (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005), is displayed for comparison 
with the ice core data. Downward trends in the benthic �18O curve refl ect increasing ice volumes on land. Note that the shaded vertical bars are based on the ice core age 
model (EPICA community members, 2004), and that the marine record is plotted on its original time scale based on tuning to the orbital parameters (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). 
The stars and labels indicate atmospheric concentrations at year 2000.
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Overview: the last glacial maximum

•approx. 21,000 years before present (end of the last glacial period)

•CO2 and other greenhouse gases were much lower than during warm interglacials 

•North America and Eurasia were covered by large ice sheets

•sea level was lower by approx. 108m

Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago
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Overview: the last glacial maximum

(http://www.elic.ucl.ac.be/textbook/chapter5_node12.xml, calculated from Berger, 1978) (from Ruddiman, 2008)
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Overview: the last glacial maximum
Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago

Climate of the LGM - key information from ice cores



source:
WAIS Divide Project Members, Nature, 2013

Antarctic ice cores

•at present, 9 deep ice cores from West 
and East Antarctica exist
• they all show very low water 

isotope values during the LGM 
(=cooling of -5°C…-12°C)

• accumulation was strongly reduced 
in the cooler LGM climate

• LGM ice sheet height is still unclear

• ice core data indicates that warming in 
West Antarctica may have started 
2,000yr earlier than in East Antarctica
• circum-Antarctic sea-ice decline, 

driven by increasing local 
insolation, might be the cause of 
this earlier warming

•all ice cores show an initial warming, 
followed by a short cooling (Antarctic 
Cold Reversal (ACR) and a second 
warming phase into the Holocene



Greenland ice cores

• several deep Greenland ice cores have been 
drilled (Camp Century, Dye3, GRIP, GISP2, 
NGRIP, NEEM, Renland)

• GRIP & GISP2 cores are located on Greenland‘s 
summit, only 30km apart from each other

• most Greenland ice cores enabled temporal 
highly resolved climate analyses of the last 
100,000 years, only
• NEEM ice core extended data to the last 

interglacial period (Eemian, 125 kyrs B.P.)

• all cores are well correlated with each other
• they indicate strong cooling of  

-20°C…-23°C during the LGM
• accumulation was strongly reduced in 

Greenland, too
• LGM ice sheet in central Greenland similar 

to today, but much more ice at Greenland’s 
coastal regions

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v431/n7005/fig_tab/nature02805_F1.html

NEEM

E-GRIP



LGM climate in Greenland & Antarctica - summary

• temperature difference between LGM and present-day: 
• strong cooling on Greenland: -20…-23°C (from 𝛅18O and other proxies) 

medium cooling on Antarctica: -5…-12°C (from 𝛅D) 

• precipitation rate during LGM: reduced by ca. 40-70% 

•greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4) at minimum level during the LGM 
(e.g. CO2: pre-industrial: 280ppm, LGM: 180ppm) 

•extrem strong correlation between TSurf (local change) and 
CO2 & CH4 (global change), even for smaller scale variations 

•temperature changes and global ice volume correlate well, too



Overview: the last glacial maximum
Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago

How cold were the oceans and the tropics?



The CLIMAP projekt

• aim: reconstruction of sea surface temperatures (SST) for 
August and Februar during the LGM (21,000 B.P.)

• based mainly on Foraminifera data, partly on silicate 
containing fossils and other temperature estimates
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Foraminifera (zooplankton)

Bradley, Abb. 6.5

Coccolithophors (phytoplankton)



Marine records:
temperature range 
of different foraminifera 
species
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Marine records: the modern analogue method (MAT)
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= 23.6 A + 10.4 B + 2.7 C + 3.7 D + 2.0 K

Bradley, Abb. 6.18

Bradley, Abb. 6.21



Marine records 
CLIMAP: changes of planktic fauna during the LGM
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Marine records: SST changes in the Atlantic during the LGM 
(CLIMAP reconstruction)

August

Februar

Änderung der SST während der letzten Eiszeit im Atlantik
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Marine Records: 
CLIMAP: Changes of SST during the LGM



Marine records: The CLIMAP projekt

• aim: reconstruction of sea surface temperatures (SST) for  
August and Februar during the LGM (21,000 B.P.)

• controversial CLIMAP result:  
the (sub)tropical SST have barely changed during the LGM!

• tropical SST changes are very interesting, since

• the most part of water vapour transported into the atmosphere  
stems from the tropical regions

• tropical SST changes can reveal information on the general climate 
sensitivity on changes in CO2 (LGM: 180ppm)

• another critical issue:  
CLIMAP maps are based on interpolation between different data 
records, ocean dynamics has not been considered properly



Marine records:
The MARGO project - 
Multiproxy approach for 
the reconstruction of the 
glacial ocean surface
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Anomalies are computed as LGM–WOA98 (ref.  12) 
values. a, Northern Hemisphere summer (July–August–
September). b,  Northern Hemisphere winter (January–
February–March). c,  Annual mean. The symbols show 
the location and proxy type of the original available data 
(see Fig.  1). Note the uneven spacing of the diverging 
colour scheme and isotherms.

NH summer

NH winter

annual mean

http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v2/n2/full/ngeo411.html#B12
http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v2/n2/fig_tab/ngeo411_F1.html


[MARGO Project Members, Nature Geoscience, 2009]

annual mean

Glacial global SST reconstructions: MARGO data set
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Validation with !18O of precipitation
To assess the reliability of our reconstruction, we included the !18O 
of precipitation (!18Op) in our model prior to compare the assimi-
lated value to independent ice core and speleothem proxy data (see 
Methods). Overall, our reconstruction explains 67% of the variance in 
observed "!18Op (Fig.#3a). This is a marked improvement over the prior 
(which explains only 35% of the variance; Extended Data Fig.#1) and 
suggests that our reconstruction provides a reasonable estimate of 
global LGM climate. The improvement comes mainly from the ice core 
sites, which show a better match to observations after the assimilation. 
A notable feature captured by our reconstruction is the difference in 
"!18Op between ice core sites in west and east Antarctica (Fig.#3b); the 
latter region is warmer (Fig.#2b) and experiences less isotopic deple-
tion. At face value, a warmer east Antarctica contradicts previous work: 
at Epica Dome C, ice core !18O is interpreted to indicate a change in 

SAT ("SAT) of approximately $8%°C (ref.#37), whereas our assimilated 
product indicates a more modest 5%°C of cooling. However, the former 
estimate assumes that the !18O–SAT relationship remains constant in 
time37. Isotope-enabled modelling experiments have shown that the 
!18O–SAT slope in Antarctica may have been different during the LGM, 
and strongly depends on changes in Southern Ocean SSTs38.

Global temperature change
As the data assimilation technique yields spatially complete fields, we 
can compute both global SST (GSST) and GMST change during the LGM 
without needing to consider missing values or use a scaling factor14. 
Our calculated change in GSST ("GSST) is $3.1%°C ($3.4 to $2.9%°C, 95% 
CI) (Fig.#2c). This is more tightly constrained than the model prior, 
which spans $4 to $2.7%°C (Fig.#2c), reflecting the influence of the data. 
The assimilated "GSST is slightly larger than the proxy data suggest 
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Fig. 2 | Global changes in temperature during the LGM derived from 
palaeoclimate data assimilation. a, LGM–late Holocene "SST. b, LGM–late 
Holocene "SAT. c, LGM "GSST. d, LGM "GMST. In c and d, dots represent the 

median values and bars the 95% CI for values derived from the data, the data 
assimilation (DA) and the model prior (Model).
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Fig. 3 | Validation of the data assimilation with 
independent !18Op data. a, Observed changes  
in ice core (Antarctica and Greenland) and 
speleothem LGM–late Holocene !18Op compared 
with predicted changes from the data 
assimilation ensemble. Dots indicate median 
values, error bars represent the 95% CI. The R2 
value is shown in the lower right corner. b, Map of 
the median changes in LGM–late Holocene !18Op 
from the data assimilation, overlain with ice  
core and speleothem observations (dots). 
Speleothem !18O values have been converted 
from !18O of calcite or aragonite to !18Op (in ‰ 
Vienna#standard mean ocean water,#VSMOW) 
before plotting (see Methods).
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Glacial cooling and climate sensitivity 
revisited

Jessica E. Tierney1 ✉, Jiang Zhu2,3, Jonathan King1, Steven B. Malevich1, Gregory J. Hakim4 & 
Christopher J. Poulsen3

The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), one of the best studied palaeoclimatic intervals, 
o!ers an excellent opportunity to investigate how the climate system responds to 
changes in greenhouse gases and the cryosphere. Previous work has sought to 
constrain the magnitude and pattern of glacial cooling from palaeothermometers1,2, 
but the uneven distribution of the proxies, as well as their uncertainties, has challenged  
the construction of a full-"eld view of the LGM climate state. Here we combine a large 
collection of geochemical proxies for sea surface temperature with an isotope-enabled  
climate model ensemble to produce a "eld reconstruction of LGM temperatures using 
data assimilation. The reconstruction is validated with withheld proxies as well as 
independent ice core and speleothem #18O measurements. Our assimilated product 
provides a constraint on global mean LGM cooling of $6.1 degrees Celsius (95 per cent 
con"dence interval: $6.5 to $5.7 degrees Celsius). Given assumptions concerning  
the radiative forcing of greenhouse gases, ice sheets and mineral dust aerosols, this 
cooling translates to an equilibrium climate sensitivity of 3.4 degrees Celsius (2.4–4.5 
degrees Celsius), a value that is higher than previous LGM-based estimates but 
consistent with the traditional consensus range of 2–4.5 degrees Celsius3,4.

Palaeoclimatologists have long sought to refine estimates of temper-
ature changes during the LGM, as both a benchmark for climate mod-
els and a constraint on Earth’s climate sensitivity. In the 1970s, the 
Climate Long-Range Investigation, Mapping and Prediction (CLIMAP) 
project collated assemblages of foraminifera, radiolarians and coc-
colithophores and used transfer functions to create maps of seasonal 
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) for the LGM1. Along with geological 
constraints on sea level and ice sheet extent, these maps were used as 
boundary conditions for pioneering atmospheric global climate model 
(GCM) simulations—the first Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison 
Project (PMIP)5. Three decades later, the Multiproxy Approach for the 
Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface (MARGO) project rema-
pped the LGM oceans using foraminiferal, radiolarian, diatom and 
dinoflagellate transfer functions and two geochemical proxies—the 
unsaturation index of alkenones (U %K

37) and the Mg/Ca ratio of planktic 
foraminifera2. This product has served as a touchstone for model–data 
comparison in the second and third phases of PMIP (PMIP2 and PMIP3)6 
as well as calculations of climate sensitivity7.

In spite of this extensive work, estimates of global cooling dur-
ing the LGM remain poorly constrained due to proxy uncertainties 
and methodological limitations. Microfossils occasionally present 
‘no-analogue’ assemblages; that is, groups of species that are not 
observed today and therefore are difficult to interpret. In the LGM in 
particular, no-analogue assemblages appear in north Atlantic dino-
cysts1 and tropical Pacific foraminifera8, and have cast doubt on the 
CLIMAP and MARGO inference of relatively mild LGM cooling in the 
tropics and subtropics9–11. Likewise, geochemical proxies are subject 

to seasonal biases and sensitivity to non-thermal controls, all of which 
affect calculated SSTs12,13. Beyond proxy uncertainties, the data from 
the LGM present a methodological challenge in that they are not evenly 
distributed in space; the SST data cluster near coasts, where sediment 
accumulation rates are high. This heterogeneous sample distribution 
complicates the calculation of both regional and global average values. 
Furthermore, the translation of changes in SST to global mean surface 
air temperature (GMST)—the quantity needed for calculations of cli-
mate sensitivity—requires the use of an uncertain scaling factor14. As 
a result of these uncertainties, estimates of the change in LGM GMST 
(&GMST) range from $1.7'°C to $8.0'°C (refs.(7,14–20), yielding poorly 
bounded estimates of climate sensitivity of 1–6'°C per doubling of 
CO2 (ref.(21).

Here, we infer the magnitude and spatial pattern of LGM cooling 
using geochemical SST proxies, Bayesian proxy forward models, 
isotope-enabled climate model simulations and offline data assimila-
tion. The SST proxy observations are assimilated with new simula-
tions conducted with the isotope-enabled Community Earth System 
Model (iCESM)22. The resulting estimates of &GMST are combined with 
published constraints on radiative forcing to produce probabilistic 
estimates of climate sensitivity based on the LGM climate state.

Paleoclimate data assimilation
Our data collection consists of 956 LGM (23–19(kyr ago, ka) and 879 
late Holocene (4–0(ka) SST proxies (Fig.(1). The proxy values are aver-
ages over the chosen time intervals and in many cases come from 
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using geochemical SST proxies, Bayesian proxy forward models, 
isotope-enabled climate model simulations and offline data assimila-
tion. The SST proxy observations are assimilated with new simula-
tions conducted with the isotope-enabled Community Earth System 
Model (iCESM)22. The resulting estimates of &GMST are combined with 
published constraints on radiative forcing to produce probabilistic 
estimates of climate sensitivity based on the LGM climate state.

Paleoclimate data assimilation
Our data collection consists of 956 LGM (23–19(kyr ago, ka) and 879 
late Holocene (4–0(ka) SST proxies (Fig.(1). The proxy values are aver-
ages over the chosen time intervals and in many cases come from 
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Validation with !18O of precipitation
To assess the reliability of our reconstruction, we included the !18O 
of precipitation (!18Op) in our model prior to compare the assimi-
lated value to independent ice core and speleothem proxy data (see 
Methods). Overall, our reconstruction explains 67% of the variance in 
observed "!18Op (Fig.#3a). This is a marked improvement over the prior 
(which explains only 35% of the variance; Extended Data Fig.#1) and 
suggests that our reconstruction provides a reasonable estimate of 
global LGM climate. The improvement comes mainly from the ice core 
sites, which show a better match to observations after the assimilation. 
A notable feature captured by our reconstruction is the difference in 
"!18Op between ice core sites in west and east Antarctica (Fig.#3b); the 
latter region is warmer (Fig.#2b) and experiences less isotopic deple-
tion. At face value, a warmer east Antarctica contradicts previous work: 
at Epica Dome C, ice core !18O is interpreted to indicate a change in 

SAT ("SAT) of approximately $8%°C (ref.#37), whereas our assimilated 
product indicates a more modest 5%°C of cooling. However, the former 
estimate assumes that the !18O–SAT relationship remains constant in 
time37. Isotope-enabled modelling experiments have shown that the 
!18O–SAT slope in Antarctica may have been different during the LGM, 
and strongly depends on changes in Southern Ocean SSTs38.

Global temperature change
As the data assimilation technique yields spatially complete fields, we 
can compute both global SST (GSST) and GMST change during the LGM 
without needing to consider missing values or use a scaling factor14. 
Our calculated change in GSST ("GSST) is $3.1%°C ($3.4 to $2.9%°C, 95% 
CI) (Fig.#2c). This is more tightly constrained than the model prior, 
which spans $4 to $2.7%°C (Fig.#2c), reflecting the influence of the data. 
The assimilated "GSST is slightly larger than the proxy data suggest 
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Glacial SST: Various reconstruction and model results

(MARGO Project Members, NatGeo, 2009)

814 A. Paul et al.: Glacial ocean map of gridded climatological surface data (GLOMAP)

Table 4. Comparison of global gridded climatologies of the ocean surface during the LGM in terms of the area-weighted regional anoma-
lies of the annual-mean NSST (CLIMAP: CLIMAP Project Members (1981); GLAMAP: Sarnthein et al. (2003a); AH2013: Annan and
Hargreaves (2013); K2017: Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2017); T2020: Tierney et al. (2020); GLOMAP: this study).

Region CLIMAP GLAMAP AH2013 K2017 T2020 GLOMAP

Global ocean �1.5 �1.8 �2.1 �2.0 �3.6 �1.7
Global tropical ocean (20� S–20� N) �0.9 �1.2 �1.5 �2.1 �3.4 �1.0
Northern tropical ocean (0–20� N) �1.1 �1.3 �1.6 �2.3 �3.4 �0.8
Southern tropical ocean (20–0� S) �0.7 �1.1 �1.4 �1.8 �3.5 �1.2
Tropical Atlantic Ocean (20� S–20� N) �1.6 �2.8 �2.1 �2.4 �3.7 �2.1
Northern tropical Atlantic Ocean �1.6 �2.5 �1.9 �3.0 �3.7 �1.6
Southern tropical Atlantic Ocean �1.5 �3.2 �2.2 �1.7 �3.7 �2.6
Northern North Atlantic Ocean (> 45� N) �7.1 �5.8 �3.1 �3.3 �4.8 �5.4
Southern South Atlantic Ocean (< �30� S) �1.9 �2.4 �2.4 �2.6 �2.2 �2.5

Figure 7. Annual-mean near-sea-surface temperature anomalies for
the LGM according to the reconstructions by Annan and Hargreaves
(2013), Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2017), and Tierney et al. (2020)
on the one hand and GLOMAP on the other hand.

increase may be counteracted by an accompanying decrease
in the sea-surface salinity gradient, which may result in an
overall decrease in the sea-surface density gradient (e.g., Paul
and Schäfer-Neth, 2003). Both the decrease in the tropical
meridional NSST difference and the increase in the large-

scale Atlantic meridional NSST difference are also evident
from the zonal-mean NSST changes in Fig. 5.

The normalized misfits of Jmisfit = 1.5 for JAS and
Jmisfit = 1.7 for JFM mean that on average the misfit was
larger than the uncertainty of the original data by 50 % to
70 %. However, the geographic distribution shows that large
misfits were restricted to certain regions (e.g., subject to large
variations due to upwelling or sea-ice cover) and maybe due
to deviations between nearby sediment core locations.

We deliberately made use of the separate summer and win-
ter temperature reconstructions based on the faunal and flo-
ral transfer function technique. This technique may not pro-
vide fully independent seasonally resolved NSST reconstruc-
tions (see Mix et al., 2001; Morey et al., 2005) but partly re-
flect the seasonal NSST structure of the calibration data set
(Kucera et al., 2005b), as indicated by the very high correla-
tion (r ⇡ 0.94) between the seasonal reconstructions and the
winter and summer NSST in the calibration data sets (Kucera
et al., 2005b). However, we are confident that some informa-
tion on the amplitude of the seasonal cycle may still be in-
ferred from microfossil abundances using the faunal and flo-
ral transfer function technique as long as both warmth- and
cold-loving species are present and no-analog situations are
avoided.

As detailed in Table 3, the recent studies by Annan and
Hargreaves (2013), Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2017), and
Tierney et al. (2020) use different data sets, models, and
methods. They all involve one or several dynamic mod-
els. For example, Kurahashi-Nakamura et al. (2017) use the
method of Lagrange multipliers or “adjoint method” (Wun-
sch, 1996) in combination with a particular ocean general
circulation model (MITgcm). Given its physics and parame-
terizations, the resulting field is dynamically consistent with
the model. However, it also reflects its structural uncertainty;
for example, as evident in the weak cooling or even warming
near the eastern boundaries in Fig. 7, coastal upwelling sys-
tems cannot be resolved by a coarse-resolution ocean model.
On the other hand, it shows a shift in the subtropical front at
about 30� latitude in either hemisphere that is not seen in any

Clim. Past, 17, 805–824, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/cp-17-805-2021

(Paul et al., ClimPast, 2021)
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Overview: the last glacial maximum
Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago

 
How cold were the oceans and the tropics?

• the LGM cooling in the tropics was „medium-small“, between -1…-3°C
• MARGO data suggests even a slight warming in some tropical regions

this warming is still under discussion  
(e.g., such warming can’t be reproduced by most climate models)



LGM temperature and precipitation changes over land
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Pollen-based continental climate reconstructions at 6 and 21 ka:
a global synthesis
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Abstract Subfossil pollen and plant macrofossil data
derived from 14C-dated sediment profiles can provide

quantitative information on glacial and interglacial cli-

mates. The data allow climate variables related to growing-
season warmth, winter cold, and plant-available moisture

to be reconstructed. Continental-scale reconstructions have

been made for the mid-Holocene (MH, around 6 ka) and
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, around 21 ka), allowing

comparison with palaeoclimate simulations currently being

carried out as part of the fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The

synthesis of the available MH and LGM climate recon-

structions and their uncertainties, obtained using modern-
analogue, regression and model-inversion techniques, is

presented for four temperature variables and two moisture

variables. Reconstructions of the same variables based on
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LGM temperature changes  
over land
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of these low-latitude sites has a recharge elevation below 1.2 km, and 
the median recharge elevation is 375 m.

Our groundwater-based !TLGM estimate over this latitude band is 
substantially colder than notable marine5,7 and low-elevation terres-
trial8,21–23 reconstructions, but it is closer to the finding of a recent 
data assimilation study1 as well as mountain snowline inferences of 
LGM cooling17–19,45. Regional mean values of LGM sea-surface cool-
ing over these latitudes (weighted by area) from the CLIMAP project5 
(0.93"°C), a model–data hybrid7 based on the MARGO global recon-
struction of sea surface temperatures6 (2.0"°C), and the recent data 
assimilation reconstruction1 (3.75"°C) all fall below both our AP1 and 
AP2 (–4.8#±#0.6"°C; Extended Data Fig.#5) estimates of LGM cooling 
on land. However, to directly compare land-surface and sea-surface 
cooling during the LGM, it is critical to consider the non-climatic 
impact of lower sea levels through the lapse rate on sea surface tem-
perature, which is distinct from the climatic change at a fixed point 
on land. Whereas barometric pressure remains almost unchanged at 
a low-elevation fixed point on land during the LGM (Extended Data 
Fig.#4), the estimated increase in LGM sea-level pressure of around 
15#hPa (ref. 43) owing to a lower-than-present eustatic sea level of around 

130#m leads to a non-climatic adiabatic sea-surface warming of around 
0.85"°C (assuming a lapse rate of 6.5"°C#km$1) that is not experienced 
by low-latitude land surfaces. We find that the two above-mentioned 
model–data hybrid reconstructions of global LGM temperatures 
(Fig.#3a) show tropical mean land–sea differences in LGM cooling 
(!TL$S) of $0.73"°C (ref. 7) and $0.90"°C (ref. 1), which are remarkably 
close to this expectation.

However, numerous model simulations of the global climatic 
response to elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide have found greater 
equilibrium warming over the continents than the oceans, linked by 
theory to changes to the hydrological cycle and the efficiency of latent 
cooling over land and sea surfaces46–48. We expect that this theory 
should also hold for cooling during the LGM. Thus, the observed !TL$S 
in these LGM simulations is probably a consequence of a more complex 
set of processes than sea-level lowering alone. Although an incomplete 
understanding of land–sea cooling ratios during the LGM precludes a 
high-confidence translation of our terrestrial result into sea-surface 
cooling, our AP1 and AP2 !TLGM estimates are incompatible with the CLI-
MAP and MARGO studies under even the most extreme suggested ratios 
of land-versus-sea surface temperature change (up to 1.8)47,48. Although 
we note that the land-surface cooling in the recent data assimilation 
study1 is closer to our results (roughly in line with AP2 and around 1"°C 
less than AP1), the lack of terrestrial constraints in that analysis limits 
our ability to meaningfully interpret comparisons at the 1"°C level. 
Incorporation of these noble gas constraints into future model–data 
assimilation efforts may provide insights into the atmospheric dynam-
ics that shaped !TL$S during the LGM.

Climate sensitivity and next steps
Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is a widely adopted term that 
refers to the equilibrium response of Earth’s global mean surface tem-
perature to a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide49. This metric is 
particularly relevant to predicting the magnitude of future warming 
in response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Estimates of 
ECS primarily come from Earth system model simulations and therefore 
palaeoclimate-based validation of these estimates is important1,2, espe-
cially given the short instrumental record of the modern climate. The 
advent of new techniques for palaeoclimate data assimilation50 using 
geochemical marine proxy data1 has produced estimates of low-latitude 
LGM cooling that greatly exceed previous estimates that incorporated 
microfossil-assemblage-based transfer functions5,6 and had provided 
a lower ECS than the model-based consensus49. Thus, in light of the 
fact that our low-latitude LGM cooling estimate is only compatible 
with a previous study1 that suggested an ECS of 3.4"°C per doubling 
of atmospheric carbon dioxide (within the model-based range49), our 
study offers terrestrial proxy support for this recent reconciliation of 
proxy-based and model-based ECS estimates.

This work also enables future inter-proxy comparisons and calibra-
tions on land, exploiting the strengths of noble gas palaeothermom-
etry—such as the physical basis, mean annual rather than seasonal 
sensitivity and inherent low-pass filtering of noble gases (the primary 
weakness of noble gas palaeothermometry is poor age control). These 
strengths may aid in the interpretations of other terrestrial proxies 
that record higher-frequency climate signals and have more precise 
age control. Furthermore, our findings highlight the need for future 
work to fill large data gaps in the existing global record of groundwater 
NGTs, for instance through new measurements in South America or 
Southeast Asia. Future studies should also use the recent additions 
of noble gas palaeoclimate tools such as high-precision isotope 
measurements for palaeohydrology41 and speleothem fluid inclu-
sion measurements for cave palaeotemperatures51 to provide new 
physically meaningful constraints on terrestrial palaeoclimate that 
may better inform regional hydroclimatic sensitivity to ongoing and 
future climate change.
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Widespread six degrees Celsius cooling on 
land during the Last Glacial Maximum

Alan M. Seltzer1 ✉, Jessica Ng2, Werner Aeschbach3, Rolf Kipfer4,5,6, Justin T. Kulongoski2, 
Jeffrey P. Severinghaus2 & Martin Stute7,8

The magnitude of global cooling during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, the coldest 
multimillennial interval of the last glacial period) is an important constraint for 
evaluating estimates of Earth’s climate sensitivity1,2. Reliable LGM temperatures come 
from high-latitude ice cores3,4, but substantial disagreement exists between proxy 
records in the low latitudes1,5–8, where quantitative low-elevation records on land are 
scarce. Filling this data gap, noble gases in ancient groundwater record past land 
surface temperatures through a direct physical relationship that is rooted in their 
temperature-dependent solubility in water9,10. Dissolved noble gases are suitable 
tracers of LGM temperature because of their complete insensitivity to biological and 
chemical processes and the ubiquity of LGM-aged groundwater around the globe11,12. 
However, although several individual noble gas studies have found substantial 
tropical LGM cooling13–16, they have used di!erent methodologies and provide limited 
spatial coverage. Here we use noble gases in groundwater to show that the 
low-altitude, low-to-mid-latitude land surface (45"degrees south to 35"degrees north) 
cooled by 5.8"±"0.6"degrees Celsius (mean"±"95% con#dence interval) during the LGM. 
Our analysis includes four decades of groundwater noble gas data from six 
continents, along with new records from the tropics, all of which were interpreted 
using the same physical framework. Our land-based result broadly supports a recent 
reconstruction based on marine proxy data assimilation1 that suggested greater 
climate sensitivity than previous estimates5–7.

The LGM is the most-recent extended period of globally stable climate 
that was substantially cooler than the present climate, and it therefore 
represents an important constraint for evaluating estimates of climate 
sensitivity from model simulations. The promise of LGM temperature 
reconstruction as a way of validating tools used to predict future warm-
ing relies on precise palaeotemperature reconstructions. However, 
efforts over recent decades to resolve global-mean LGM temperatures 
have produced widely varying results1,5–7, in large part due to disagree-
ments in low-latitude sea-surface cooling estimates that range from 
around 1 to 4$°C and the scarcity of high-confidence palaeotemperature 
records on land. Whereas high-elevation terrestrial records from the 
tropics have long indicated spatially consistent approximately 1-km 
lowering of LGM mountain snowlines associated with about 5–6$°C 
cooling17–19, low-elevation palaeotemperature estimates from lake sedi-
ments20–22 and pollen23, for example, have suggested substantially less 
cooling. These disagreements have limited the use of LGM tempera-
tures to inform our understanding of climate sensitivity.

Among existing terrestrial temperature proxies—each of which has 
different strengths and limitations—the ‘noble gas palaeothermom-
eter’ has stood out since its introduction in the 1970s24 as a promising 
tool for temperature reconstruction on land. This technique exploits 

the well-known temperature-dependent solubility functions9,10 
of neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr) and xenon (Xe) in water to 
quantitatively invert measured noble gas concentrations in ancient 
groundwater into past temperature at the water table (that is, the 
upper surface of the saturated zone) at the time of recharge10,25,26. 
Owing to the attenuation of seasonal temperature fluctuations in 
soil with depth, typical temperatures at the water table closely match 
mean annual ground surface temperatures (MAST), thus providing 
a direct physical link between MAST and noble gases dissolved in 
groundwater10,25,26. The potential of noble-gas-derived tempera-
ture (NGT)"reconstruction is both far-reaching and firmly rooted 
in well-established physical principles, as a third of Earth’s land 
area is estimated to hold LGM-aged groundwater11 and noble gases 
are, by nature, inert and conservative tracers. To date, however, 
disparate approaches to groundwater dating and treatment of air 
bubble entrainment and dissolution among dozens of groundwater 
noble gas palaeotemperature studies have led to an inconclusive 
set of results. Although a handful of prominent tropical noble gas 
studies13–16 have indicated a magnitude of low-elevation cooling 
during the LGM in line with the 5–6$°C implied by mountain snow-
line depression, the lack of a consistent approach and independent 
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The magnitude of global cooling during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, the coldest 
multimillennial interval of the last glacial period) is an important constraint for 
evaluating estimates of Earth’s climate sensitivity1,2. Reliable LGM temperatures come 
from high-latitude ice cores3,4, but substantial disagreement exists between proxy 
records in the low latitudes1,5–8, where quantitative low-elevation records on land are 
scarce. Filling this data gap, noble gases in ancient groundwater record past land 
surface temperatures through a direct physical relationship that is rooted in their 
temperature-dependent solubility in water9,10. Dissolved noble gases are suitable 
tracers of LGM temperature because of their complete insensitivity to biological and 
chemical processes and the ubiquity of LGM-aged groundwater around the globe11,12. 
However, although several individual noble gas studies have found substantial 
tropical LGM cooling13–16, they have used di!erent methodologies and provide limited 
spatial coverage. Here we use noble gases in groundwater to show that the 
low-altitude, low-to-mid-latitude land surface (45"degrees south to 35"degrees north) 
cooled by 5.8"±"0.6"degrees Celsius (mean"±"95% con#dence interval) during the LGM. 
Our analysis includes four decades of groundwater noble gas data from six 
continents, along with new records from the tropics, all of which were interpreted 
using the same physical framework. Our land-based result broadly supports a recent 
reconstruction based on marine proxy data assimilation1 that suggested greater 
climate sensitivity than previous estimates5–7.

The LGM is the most-recent extended period of globally stable climate 
that was substantially cooler than the present climate, and it therefore 
represents an important constraint for evaluating estimates of climate 
sensitivity from model simulations. The promise of LGM temperature 
reconstruction as a way of validating tools used to predict future warm-
ing relies on precise palaeotemperature reconstructions. However, 
efforts over recent decades to resolve global-mean LGM temperatures 
have produced widely varying results1,5–7, in large part due to disagree-
ments in low-latitude sea-surface cooling estimates that range from 
around 1 to 4$°C and the scarcity of high-confidence palaeotemperature 
records on land. Whereas high-elevation terrestrial records from the 
tropics have long indicated spatially consistent approximately 1-km 
lowering of LGM mountain snowlines associated with about 5–6$°C 
cooling17–19, low-elevation palaeotemperature estimates from lake sedi-
ments20–22 and pollen23, for example, have suggested substantially less 
cooling. These disagreements have limited the use of LGM tempera-
tures to inform our understanding of climate sensitivity.

Among existing terrestrial temperature proxies—each of which has 
different strengths and limitations—the ‘noble gas palaeothermom-
eter’ has stood out since its introduction in the 1970s24 as a promising 
tool for temperature reconstruction on land. This technique exploits 

the well-known temperature-dependent solubility functions9,10 
of neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr) and xenon (Xe) in water to 
quantitatively invert measured noble gas concentrations in ancient 
groundwater into past temperature at the water table (that is, the 
upper surface of the saturated zone) at the time of recharge10,25,26. 
Owing to the attenuation of seasonal temperature fluctuations in 
soil with depth, typical temperatures at the water table closely match 
mean annual ground surface temperatures (MAST), thus providing 
a direct physical link between MAST and noble gases dissolved in 
groundwater10,25,26. The potential of noble-gas-derived tempera-
ture (NGT)"reconstruction is both far-reaching and firmly rooted 
in well-established physical principles, as a third of Earth’s land 
area is estimated to hold LGM-aged groundwater11 and noble gases 
are, by nature, inert and conservative tracers. To date, however, 
disparate approaches to groundwater dating and treatment of air 
bubble entrainment and dissolution among dozens of groundwater 
noble gas palaeotemperature studies have led to an inconclusive 
set of results. Although a handful of prominent tropical noble gas 
studies13–16 have indicated a magnitude of low-elevation cooling 
during the LGM in line with the 5–6$°C implied by mountain snow-
line depression, the lack of a consistent approach and independent 
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Overview: the last glacial maximum
Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago

 
How cold were the oceans and the tropics?

• the LGM cooling in the tropics was „medium-small“, between -1…-3°C
• MARGO data suggests even a slight warming in some tropical regions

this warming is still under discussion  
(e.g., such warming can’t be reproduced by climate models) 

• recent land-based estimates show regional cooling of -5°C to -8°C



Overview: the last glacial maximum
Last Glacial Maximum   21,000 years ago

Further climate variations during the LGM



Sea level variations
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LGM climate of North America and Europe
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LGM climate of North America and Europe
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Climate simulation results indicate  
that the Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheet 

caused drastic changes in atmospheric flow pattern 
(both at the surface and higher altitudes)



LGM climate of North America and Europe
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LGM climate of North America and Europe
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• vegetation in present-day Europe is dominated by forest

• during the LGM large parts of Europe were covered by 
tundra and steppe



LGM climate of Asia
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LGM climate of Asia
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Glacial Asia was covered by permafrost, tundra and 
steppe (i.e. reduced area of forest)

➟ climate models indicate that these changes in 
vegetation were caused by a stronger winter monsoon 

(enhanced high-pressure cell located over northern Asia)



The last glacial maximum (LGM)
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Palaeoclimate Chapter 6

6.4 Glacial-Interglacial Variability 
          and Dynamics

6.4.1 Climate Forcings and Responses Over 
Glacial-Interglacial Cycles

Palaeoclimatic records document a sequence of glacial-
interglacial cycles covering the last 740 kyr in ice cores (EPICA 
community members, 2004), and several million years in deep 
oceanic sediments (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) and loess (Ding 
et al., 2002). The last 430 kyr, which are the best documented, 
are characterised by 100-kyr glacial-interglacial cycles of very 
large amplitude, as well as large climate changes corresponding 
to other orbital periods (Hays et al., 1976; Box 6.1), and at 
millennial time scales (McManus et al., 2002; NorthGRIP, 
2004). A minor proportion (20% on average) of each glacial-
interglacial cycle was spent in the warm interglacial mode, 
which normally lasted for 10 to 30 kyr (Figure 6.3). There is 

evidence for longer interglacial periods between 430 and 740 
ka, but these were apparently colder than the typical interglacials 
of the latest Quaternary (EPICA community members, 2004). 
The Holocene, the latest of these interglacials, extends to the 
present. 

The ice core record indicates that greenhouse gases co-varied 
with antarctic temperature over glacial-interglacial cycles, 
suggesting a close link between natural atmospheric greenhouse 
gas variations and temperature (Box 6.2). Variations in CO2 
over the last 420 kyr broadly followed antarctic temperature, 
typically by several centuries to a millennium (Mudelsee, 
2001). The sequence of climatic forcings and responses during 
deglaciations (transitions from full glacial conditions to warm 
interglacials) are well documented. High-resolution ice core 
records of temperature proxies and CO2 during deglaciation 
indicates that antarctic temperature starts to rise several hundred 
years before CO2 (Monnin et al., 2001; Caillon et al., 2003). 
During the last deglaciation, and likely also the three previous 
ones, the onset of warming at both high southern and northern 

Figure 6.3. Variations of deuterium (�D; black), a proxy for local temperature, and the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases CO2 (red), CH4 (blue), and nitrous 
oxide (N2O; green) derived from air trapped within ice cores from Antarctica and from recent atmospheric measurements (Petit et al., 1999; Indermühle et al., 2000; EPICA com-
munity members, 2004; Spahni et al., 2005; Siegenthaler et al., 2005a,b). The shading indicates the last interglacial warm periods. Interglacial periods also existed prior to 450 
ka, but these were apparently colder than the typical interglacials of the latest Quaternary. The length of the current interglacial is not unusual in the context of the last 650 kyr. 
The stack of 57 globally distributed benthic �18O marine records (dark grey), a proxy for global ice volume fl uctuations (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005), is displayed for comparison 
with the ice core data. Downward trends in the benthic �18O curve refl ect increasing ice volumes on land. Note that the shaded vertical bars are based on the ice core age 
model (EPICA community members, 2004), and that the marine record is plotted on its original time scale based on tuning to the orbital parameters (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). 
The stars and labels indicate atmospheric concentrations at year 2000.
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The last glacial maximum (LGM)

(characteristics, ice core data, SST reconstructions, terrestrial climate)

Climate System II 
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End of lecture.

Slides available at:
https://paleodyn.uni-bremen.de/study/climate2022_23.html
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